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The literal meanings of "Ban-e-Israel" are
the descendents of Yaqoob (A.S), who was
the son of Hazrat Ishaq (A.S). Another name
in Ibrani (Latin) was Israil (friend of Allah). It
is combination of two words i.e. "Isra" (man,
friend, creature) "Iel" (Allah). By this name
the descendents of Hazrat Yqoob (A.S) was
given the name of Bani Israel. In the last
portion (Ruku) of this surah there is special
mentioning of Shariat of Hazrat Moses (A.S).
Therefore this surah was given the name of
Bani Israel.

Some Important Topics

Miraj-un-Nabi
(Sacred Journey of Apostle (PBUH) to

Allah Almighty)
The first verse of this Surah tells that this

surah was revealed after Miraj journey and
Miraj was exercised on 27th Rajub (name of
7th Islamic month) before one year of
migration of the Holy Prophet (PBUH).

Similarity with Previous Surahs
It was the very same Makkah and same

torture, tragedies and non-serious debate of
the Meccans. This surah keeps deep similarity
in topics and subjects with those Meccan
Suras which were revealed during the last
period of Makkah.

Ban-e-Israel ' s  Disobedience and
Self-Arrogance/ Self conceited

Here are two such knowledgeable things

which are not visible in other Surahs.
Ban-e-Israel have been addressed soon after
the Beckoning of sacred journey of the Holy
Prophet (PBUH) and they have been invited/
advised to take rational lesson from their past
life. All the chapters of their historical ups
and downs, decline and rule have been laid
opened before them. They are going to be
told that whenever they were granted with
any polit ical supermacy and economic
prosperity, they adopted the course of
disobedience and self conceitedness. And
whenever any Prophet of Allah (S.A.W) was
sent to them for their guidance and well-
being, they became arrogant and revolted and
they left no stone unturned to torture the
fellow creature of Allah at the name of their
self respect/ esteem.

A d d r e s s  t o  B a n - e - I s r a e l  a n d
Reformation of Faith

These verses were revealed in Makkah
where there was no member of Ban-e-Israel
(Jew) and here is an address to them for their
reformation shows that in near future the
Holy Quran will be going to make them
target of its address.

Distinctions of Surah Ban-e-Israel
The distinctive feature of this Surah is its

first verse which demonstrates/ reveals the
details of sacred journey of Allah's beloved
and dignified Messenger. This Surah has
achieved distinctive status due to the Holy
Prophet (PBUH). This Surah consists of
twelve Rukus and one hundred and eleven
Ayats. This Surah was reveled in Makkah.  
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Abdullah Ibn Busr  reported that the Messenger
 of Allah  said: "You get your work done by
keeping your self-respect intact, for decisions are made
in the heavens." (Kanz-ul-Ammal)
Keywords in Hadith

You demand
The needs 
Self-respect 
Divine decree

Explanation
Allah  is the real source of all beauty, power,

wisdom and sustenance. He is the Creator, the Lord of
all the universe. He is the Nourisher and Sustainer. He
has provided His creatures all that they need.

We should seek help from our fellow human
beings not debasing ourselves and should not flatter
them to get our work done. Because they are not the
real source, it is Allah  who is the real source who
makes them help us.

We can make use of all the suitable and legitimate
means to achieve our aims and objectives but leave the
rest to God. We should have complete faith and trust
in Him.

Self-respect in a human being is the best quality.
The man's whole character and conduct is built upon
it. If it is intact, it contributes in character-building. If
it is hurt and lost the whole structure crumbles down.
Islam attaches great importance to self-respect. It
keeps it safe and secures it otherwise it cannot achieve
its objectives.

 




"It is reported by Abu Hurairah  that Rasulullah

 asked his companions: "Do you know who
bankrupt is?" They replied: "A bankrupt among us is
one who has no money and property." The Prophet  
remarked that bankrupt is one who on the day of
Judgment would come with all his salah, fasting and
zakah but found guilty abusing others, devouring
other's wealth, beating and shedding other's blood.
These people would be given his good acts (in
exchange for his sins) when still he owes to them their
sins would be thrown in his scale and finally he would
be consigned to Hell." (Sahih of Muslim)
Keywords in Hadith

Do you know
The bankrupt
He slandered or defamed somebody
Good acts
Mistakes
Was thrown

Explanation
When the Prophet  asked his companions to

describe what muflis is. They defined that the muflis is
one who has no money and property and who is a
bankrupt. But the Prophet  asked them that a muflis
from among his ummuh is a person who during his all
life offered prayers, kept fast and paid zakah but he
abused, slandered, devoured wealth, beat and shed the
blood of other people.

On the day of Judgment these people would be
given his good acts (in exchange for his sins). When
still he owes to them, their sins would be thrown in his
scale and finally he would be consigned to hell.

How great is the emphasis on akhlaq (morals and
conduct) and mu'amalaat (dealings with others)! In this
tradition we are told that a person who has done all
what was obligatory upon him in respect of ibadat
(acts of worship and other rituals) but he was remiss in
matters of morals and conduct would be thrown into
hell. One cannot achieve salvation simply on the basis
of ibadat. Din, in fact comprises aqa'id (faith and
belief) ibadat (acts of worship), mu'amalaat (dealings
with his fellowmen), and akhlaq (morals and conduct).
They a r e  v e r y  m u c h  i n t e r l i n k e d  a n d
interdependent. Islam lays great emphasis on
huququl-ibad. Violation of huququl-ibad will not be
forgiven.
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Translation
Actions are attached with intentions and

every person will be rewarded according to
his intentions. So therefore a person who
migrates for the sake of Allah and his
Prophets, his migration is for the cause of
Allah and his Prophets.
Reference of the Hadith

We were narrated by our Shaikh, Al
Shaikh Abu ul Fazal Al Almuqri Al-Queshi
Al-Wasti (R.A). (Abondance of blessings of
Allah be upon them). He said, we were
narrated by Abu Al-Hassan Abdur Rehman
bin Muhammad bin Al-Zafar Al-Daudi. He
said, we were informed by Abu Muhammad
Abdullah bin Ahmed bin Hamweah Al
S a r k h a s i .  W e  w e r e  i n f o r m e d  b y
Abu-Abdullah Muhammad bin Ibn e Yousuf
Alfarbareri. He said, we were informed by
Abu Abdullah Muhammad bin Ismail .
Bukhari. He said we were explained by
Yahiah bin Qazah (R.A). He said we were
explained by Malik (R.A). He refered by
Yahiah bin Saeed Muhammad bin Haris,
Alquma bin Waqas (R.A) and Hazrat Umer
bin Khatab (R.A)
Foundation of Religion

It is that hadith which is the foundation
of religion and knowledge and belief depends
upon its principles and the hearts of the seers
rest upon special grace of the Lord of all the
worlds.

Translation
Let the lustrous for wealth be for no one

except Allah and intend none but Allah. So
when you desire for anything, the heart is
actually migrated to none except Allah (it
means worldly gain and all ambitions for
materialistic interests must be given up for
the sake of Almighty Allah).
Feelings of Astonishment of blind fold
ones

O my dear son! The blind fold persons
express their astonishment at the statement
of the intellectual ones and sometimes this
astonishment becomes the reason of their
rejection Allah Almighty has made statement.

59
Translation

Why do they get surprised at  this
statement (it means they negate/ refuse their
actions).
Engraved pieces of advice at golden
slate

Narrated by Hazrat Ans bin Malik (R.A).
He said: under that wall which was told/
informed by Allah Almighty in these words:

82
Translation:

And there was a big treasure for both of
them under that wall.

That was a golden slate and it had been
engraved into it.
(i)

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious,
the Most Merciful.
(ii)

It is matter of wonder that a man believes
in death and even then he looks pleased.
(iii)

It is matter of wonder for a man who
believes in fate and even then he gets
lamented.
(iv)

It is matter of wonder for a man who
believes in the fire (the flames of hell) and
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even then he stays laughing.
(v)

It is matter of wonder for a man who
believes in continuous changing in worldly
affairs and its decline and even then he gets
solace/ satisfied.
(vi)

There is no God but Allah. Muhammad is
the messenger of Allah.
Hazrat Wahab and the condition of a
worshipper

Hazrat Wahab (R.A) said that once he
was making his journey in the land of Rome
when he heard a voice from the top of the
mountain that spoke, O my Lord! I am
surprised at the condition of a person who
recognizes You and even then he seeks for
submission of someone else and causes to
increase Your anger.

I am surprised at the condition of a
person who recognizes You but even then he
puts his hopes at someone else than You.
Therefore I followed the voice and found
that there was an old pious person in bowing
condition with his forehead on the earth and
saying:
(i)

O my Lord! You are incarnation of purity
you are incarnation of purity. It is matter of
wonder at the creature how they seek for
Your substitute.
(ii)

It is matter of wonder how they remain
busy in serving other than You.
(iii)

It is matter of wonder at the creatures
how their hearts have got entangled for the
desires of others except You. 
(iv)

You are incarnation of purity and how
they get intuition from others other than you.

Hazrat Wahab says, I keep on going to
way and did not disturb him. 
Hazrat Abu Yazid's Remorse

Hazrat Abu Yazid (R.A) said, "I am
deadly surprised at the condition of the
heavenly creature that how they could be able
to achieve eternal bliss without their Lord's
company, and how they could get rid of their
frustration without Allah's sweet company.
And it is matter of wonder at a man who runs
after the conditions without the bearer of the
conditions.

And it is matter of wonder at a person
who is totally inclined to the creatures
whereas Allah Almighty invites him towards
this Graceful Company.
Abu Abdullah's (R.A) wonder at sons of
Adam

Hazrat Abu Abdullah bin Maqatil (R.A)
feels wonder at the grace of Allah Almighty
Who is extremely generous and inclined to
mankind inspite of this matchless and
peerless dignified status when He has chosen
mankind as His masterpiece and it is again
awful wonder at a man who runs away from
Almighty Allah's Grace towards his enemies.
And it is another matter of wonder at a
person who keeps himself busy with those
things which could never be within his
approach. And it is matter of wonder at a
person who teaches others what he never
practices by himself and gets angry with
others at their actions. 

And it is matter of wonder at a person
who clearly disobeys but he does not
appreciate his disobedience and a man who
justifies his obedience/ submission on part of
others but he himself does not submit to
Allah Almighty.

And he who rebukes others just only
because of doubts but he himself does not
criticize his own misdeeds inspite of its
authenticity.
Hazrat Hatim and wrong doers

Hazrat Hatim bin Aram (R.A) says that I
feel wonder with a person who feels ashamed
with human beings but does not do with
Allah Almighty. It is also great concern of
wonder at a man who seeks consideration/
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consent of human beings but he does not
wish to seek his Lord's will. It is also a matter
of  wonder a t  a  person who aff i rms,
obedience of others on his part, but he
himself inclines to disobedience.

And I feel wonder at the person who is
well aware of Allah's grandeur but he still
overlooks him. And for that person-who
feeds himself with His edibles but he still
thanks to others except Allah. And I feel
wonder at a person who purchases a slave
with his money but he does not impress free
ones with his gentle conversation and
winsome manners.
Difference between a man of World
and a Man of Religion

Khanees bin Abdullah said, "I feel
wonder for a man who is stead fast in his
prayers for the whole night and keeps fasts
throughout the day and stays away from
prohibited actions and no one will see him
but  he  wi l l  be  busy  in  weeping and
repenting." "And I also feel wonder at a
person who spends his night sleeping and his
day in vain pursuit and remains busy in
prohibited plasticizes and whenever you see
him you will find him laughing and playful." 
Idle Fellows

And Yahya bin Mauz (R.A) says, "I feel
wonder at a person who obeys the fellow
beings whereas Allah Almighty bestows upon
him whatever he needs. And I also get
surprised about a man who feeds himself
with the amenities of life granted by Allah
but even then he disobeys his subtle Lord.
And I feel wonder with a person who is
afraid of his physical death and he does not
get fearful about his spiritual death. And a
person who gets afraid about his worldly
losses but he does not bother at the loss of
his religion and eternal abode.

And it has been said by a narrator:

Translation
I feel astonished at my condition and at

your condition as you have disobeyed my
existence for the sake of your existence and
you have bestowed upon Me your inseparable
company that I expect/ feel myself to be
absorbed into your being.
Life between the Death of Physical
Body and the Soul

Yahya bin Muaz (R.A) says, "O my Allah!
Narration of paradise is no less than the
death as well as of hell. I feel wonder which
is still alive between these two types of
deaths. I verily no one can be patient with the
paradise whereas no one can be contented/
patient at the torments of the fire. And it is
said that it is also equal to death if there is
narration of meeting and the narration of
departing is also like death. How can a heart
survive between two types of deaths. The
death of a seer is also wonderful because the
seer is just between pleasures of recognition
and fear of separation. Therefore how death
can remain alive with the pleasures of
recognition and likewise how life can survive
with the fear of separation.

I feel wonder at a person who says that he
remembers Allah Almighty and he forgets that
how he can remember the neglected one. I die
but when I remember you. I revive again. And if
there was no water of your holy meeting I could
never have been alive. Therefore I get life with
this desire and go to death due to the ambition of
meeting. So how many times I get alive and how
many times I get my death. I have drunk many
bowls of love. Therefore this holy drink will
never get finished and I will never be quenched
and it is great matter of wonder that: 

My condition has become strange to
every stranger and I became wondrous at the
presence of every wonder. 
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A letter to Meer Muhammad Amin's
mother regarding some pieces of

advice.
1. Set your beliefs according to the beliefs

of Ahl-e-Sunnat's Ulemas' (religious scholars
and readers) faith.

2. Act upon all the commandments (of
Shariah) according to jurists after setting your
beliefs because "order is to obey" and
"prohibitions are to quit".

3. Offer your five times prayers with their
conditions and orderly manners without
lethargy and idleness.

4. Pay your Zakat (religious contribution)
when you have got required belongings
(property including cash, jewellary, land,
animals, crops, vegetables and fruit etc.)
Imam e Azam (R.A) has made statement for
females to pay Zakat against jewellary. 

5. Do not ki ll  your time in useless
practices and do not waste your dear life in
obnoxious ac t iv i t ies .  Then deeds of
prohibitions and orders of Shariah be
persuaded.

6. Never yearn for lustrous involvement
with songs and melody and never incline to
its amusement. This is a poison kind which is
honey quoted and snakes' poisoned killer
which is sugar quoted.

7. Save your self from back biting and
finding faults with others e.g. Shariah has
awfully warned against these two evil habits.

8. Try your level best to stay away from
telling lies and blasphemous statements
because these two evil habits have been
prohibited in all the religions and heavy
torment has been declared for such wrong
doers.

9. It is greatness and dignified win some

trait of those who forgive and overlook the
faults of public and conceal their short
comings and sins. 

10. It is good to be kind and sympathetic
to slave and some ordinates and not to
account for their short comings, and it is not
good to beat, banter, abuse and torture these
petty fellows time and again.

11. Keep careful watch on your misdeeds
which are constantly visible and in the notice
of Allah Almighty does not get hurry for their
accountability and does not discontinue his
blessings/ livelihood.

1 2 .  E n g a g e  y o u r  t i m i n g s  w i t h
rememberance of Allah (Zikr e Illahi) after
ensuring all the commandments of Shariah
and setting your beliefs aright. Remember
Allah as you have been taught/ guided and
refrain from all other pursuits which are anti
to it.
Verse:

Translation:
Except pass ionate love  for Al lah,

everything may be excellent but sugar quoted
and life-devouring.

You have been advised face to face many
times to be extraordinary careful about
commandments of Shariah which wil l
enhance automatically/ equally the successful
impacts of meditation and remembrance of
Allah (Zikar & Murakbah). And if there is
idleness about submission to commandments
of Shariah, blissful solace of heart and
spiritual satisfaction and peace will also be
destroyed/ null and void. It is sufficient to
write here now. 

"And Allah Almighty knows better."   
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Mother, Mammi is a very very sweet word.
Our lips are joined in uttering so. Lucky are
those who have this great blessing and regard
this.

Heaven is found under the feet of our
mothers. We can only deserve paradise when we
give great respect and honour to our mother.
According to the holy teachings of our dear
Holy Prophet (S.A.W), the service of parents
especially mother is superior to holy war (Jihad).

He (S.A.W) stressed three times on the
rights of mother more than those of father.

Mother is the personality who bears all the
gestation difficulties with patience and courage.
She delivers her baby and feeds it for two years.
She remains restless if her baby lies sick. She
prefers her baby to her own self. She loves her
children selflessly. She does not expect any
reward from others in this respect.

Mother is a role model of sincerity, love,
selfless-ness, care, sacrifice and devotions. There
is no quality that is not found in mother. Recall
the pathetic incident of my Holy Prophet
(S.A.W) when he was fifty-seven years old. He
was on his tour towards "Abwa" where Hazrat
Amna (RZA) was buried. His companions were
also accompanying him. He sat near his mother's
grave and started weeping. He said that he
always yearned and wished, "Would that my
mother were alive, I were in Masjad-e-Nabvi and
busy in my prayers, She would have called me by
saying, "Muhammad". I discontinued my prayer
and be present in front of my mother".

These are the deep emotions of my dear
Holy Prophet (S.A.W). Once one of his
companions came to him and described that he
took  her  mother  on h is  shoulders  and
performed Hajj for seven times and asked if
there was any other liability upon him for his
mother. Dear Holy Prophet (S.A.W) said to that
companion that he could not balance the
sacrifice of one winter night given by her by
performing her seven times Hajj.

Mother is a great personality. Everybody has
right to express her/ his passions for her/ his
parents or mother.

I am a daughter of a very great mother. My
Mother was named as Fatima Bibi (w/o Haji
Allah Rakha) d/o Fateh Din. She belonged to a

scholarly city of Allama Iqbal Sialkot on 1932,
educated on primary level in the local village of
that city. She got sound religious education from
very pious persons of that village. She belonged
to a very noble family. My grand father "Fateh
Din" was a kind and God-fearing person who
managed nineteen marriages of orphan girls of
his family on his own cost. Having such loving
and pious habits. She was also married to a
highly religious person Haji Allah Rakha in
Gujranwala.

Allah bestowed upon her four sons and four
daughters who are well-educated in their ways.
They are performing different services for the
welfare of Pakistan. All this is due to Allah and
the noble training of my mother. 
Good Habits
(i) She was in a habit of lulling "Kalma Tayyba"

and Salam-un-quolun-min-Rabi Rahim".
(ii) She never abused her children in whole her

life.
(iii) She never beat them.
(iv) She did all her work by her self.
(v) She paved the paths for her children

towards high status.
(vi) She worked hard in her whole life.
(vii)My mother had very kind nature. He who

met her once, remembered her all the time.
She not only loved her children but also all
other Muslim ladies who met her.

(viii) She had much love and friendship with her
grand children who were more than forty.
She remembered their names and often
telephoned them, gave them money and
other things.

(ix) She had great love for her religion. She
spent so pious life that she never missed
even her nafal prayers and kept her
ablution even in sleeping.

(x) She all the time advised all the Muslim ladies
to feed their babies keeping their ablution.

These are simple and pious manners of her
life that made the pure lives of her children to
some extent.

I pray for all mothers of this modern age to
have such noble features in themselves.

May Allah Bless Her Crores of Heavens in
the Hereafter. (Amin)

}
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Islam is a complete code of life. It guides us
to lead a successful life. From prayers to the
public dealings, it provides us complete guideline.
Not only in the spiritual matter, but also in every
day life, it gives us complete model of manners.
Being a supreme civilization and culture in the
world, it has its own manners of eating, sleeping,
awakening, dressing and meeting etc. All the
Islamic manners will be described one by one.

Manners of Eating
There are four categories of eating:

1. Individual meal
2. Collective meal
3. Offering to the guests
4. Manners of feasting

Manners before Eating
According to Sunnat e Nabvi these are seven

manners:
1. Meal should be lawful and pure. One should
care for the ways of earning in this respect. Allah
says in the Holy Quran: 

O believers! Don't take your possessions
unlawfully but there should be bargaining by the
willing among yourselves.
2. Wash Your Hands: Hazrat Abbass verifies this
Hadith that washing hands before eating and
after each eating removes poverty from your
family.
3. Use dining cloth on the ground. Hazrat Anas
() said, our dear Holy Prophet () used to take
his meal from the dining cloth if it drops.
4. Sit in the same posture. Try to sit in the same
posture. Sometimes the Holy Prophet () used
to sit on the back of his both feet and sometimes
sitting on the back of left foot and standing his
right foot. He used to say that, "I am a slave of
my Lord and eat as the slave eats. He said that
eating and drinking in standing position is not

only unlawful but also harmful.
5. Have Intentions of the Obedience to Allah

While eating, we should have intentions to
have some energy for the obedience to Allah.
Hazrat Ibrahim bin Shaiban says that, "I have
been eaten meal since eighty years for my own
wish. So eat less because over-eating prohibits
our prayers.
6. Be contented with what is before you.

Be satisfied with what is offered to you and
don't wait for more and more curry with bones.
Hazrat Aisha verified from the Holy Prophet ()
that the honour of bread is that not to wait for
more curry with bones. And when meal is being
offered and there is time of prayer, prefer your
meal to prayer (if the prayer time is not short).
7. Try to share other with your meal

Dear Holy Prophet () says: 

Share others with your meal.
Hazrat Anas () says, "It was the habit of

dear Holy Prophet () that he ever meal alone. 
Manners During Eating

During eating these are the manners to be
followed:
1. Say  before meal. In this way,
you'll remember your Lord in this way.
2. Start eating with your right hand.
3. Start from salty eatable and also end with the
salty ones.
4. Take a small bite and chew it properly.
5. Don't find fault with some eatable. Dear Holy
Prophet () didn't find fault with any meal.
(Bukhari & Muslim)
6. Start from the side near to you. He () said
"Eat from the direction that is close to you." But
when some fruit was offered, he used to choose".
So in matter of fruit, choice is allowed not in
meal.
7. Eat you bread fully and don't cut it with some
knife.
8. Don't put some pot on your bread. Curry may
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be put on the bread. He used to say, "Honour the
bread as it has been sent from the blessings of the
heaven and don't rub your hands against your
bread.
9. If the bite of your bread falls, pick it and
remove the dirt and eat it and don't let it lie for
satan.
10. Lick your fingers after eating.
11. Do not blow in your meal to cool it.
12. Dates should be eaten in ode numbers not
even numbers.
13. Separate the dates from its core, don't mix
both in one plate.
14. While drinking, take your glass in right hand
and drink saying bismillah.
15. Drink water in small engulfs because drinking
water in long gulfs causes liver diseases.
16. Don't drink water while standing and lying as
it is prohibited by the Holy Prophet ().
17. After drinking water, say these words: 

18. Drink water in three intervals.
19. Offering water to drink, start from the right
side.
20. Start drinking and eating by saying bismillah
and finish by saying 

Manners after Eating
1. Stop your hands before filling your belly.
2. Lick your fingers before cleaning with dining
cloth.
3. Wash your hands after eating.
4. Collect the pieces of the food and eat it as it
expands your life and your children healthy.
5. Remove what is caught in your teeth.
6. Thank your Lord as Allah says: 

7. After eating, say these words: 

8. If you are eating on the others' dining table,
add these words: 



About Men & Women
Men apt to promise are apt to forget.
Men are blind in their own cause.
Men are never wise but returning from

law.
Men are not to be measured by inches.
Men are rare.
Men are very generous with what costs

nothing.
Men do not realize how great a revenue

thrift is.
Men go not laughing to heavier.
Men hate those they have hurt.
 Men make houses, women make

homes.
Men of business must not break their

words twice.
Men rattle their chains to show that

they are free.
Men rule the world, women rule men.
Men speak of the fair, as thing went

with them there.
Woman is the woe of man.
Women and brains keep counsel of

that they know not.
Women and workmen are difficult to

handle.
Woman and wine make man out of

their wits.
Women have a heavenly instinct for

(sympathizing with) misfortune.
Woman is variable as a feather in the

wind.
Women laugh when they can, and weep

when they will.
Women like the moon, shine with

borrowed light.
 Women's chief weapon is the tongue

and they will not let it rust.
Words are for women, actions are for

men.
By: Sameea Asmat
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1. Sampling for Thesis
Sampling means selection of a group from a

population; and population means al l  the
potential affectees of the research. For example,
all students at secondary level is a population,
where as all students of secondary level studying
at government schools of Gulberg Town is a
sample of all students of Karachi. If means
sample is a representation of a population.
Following are types of sampling:
1. Random Sampling

In random sampling subjects are selected
without any consideration. For example, if
rendered students of secondary level are the
subjects of research, their names are written on
small piece of paper and a number from 001 to
100 is assigned to each name. All the chits are
then put in a box and then required number of
the chits are taken out. This way the required
sample size is achieved.
Steps in Random Sampling
1. The size of the sample is determined.
2. Assign all the subjects a number.
3. Number assigned to each subject is put in box.
4. According to the sample size, the subject's

number it is picked up.
5. Finally the sampled subjects are researched.
2. Stratified Sampling

Stratified Sampling emerges from the term
from which means section, class, rung, etc.
Stratified Sampling, unlike random sampling,
main section of the subjects are selected. For
example, a study is conducted into the monthly
income of present house holds of Karachi,
random sampling is not bring reliable result. The
reason is that income of the family living in
Defence Housing … is usually very high, whereas
a person living in New Karachi hardy makes ends
meet in order to see a reliable graph of salaries of
the Karachiites, people of different areas are
stratified like persons from Orangi Town, from
Clifton, from Landhi, etc. From these strata,
samples are drawn and then the investigation is

carried out.
Steps in Stratified Sampling
1. The population is divided into different strata.
2. Sample size is determined. 
3. From all strata, desired sample is randomly

selected.
4. Finally the selected samples are investigated.
3. Cluster Sampling

Cluster means a group. In cluster sampling
also individual subjects are not selected. The
purpose of clustering is to select groups from
very large population. For example, if one has to
investigate into the causes of de-motivation in
college teachers of Sindh Province, then he will
group teachers of a city and then he selects from
this cluster according to the needed sample size.
In other words, he has to sample wisely.
Steps in Cluster Sampling
1. First of all population is determined.

In the population different clusters just as
teachers of Karachi, Hyderabad, Nawabshah,
teachers of Mathematics, Physics, ELTS, etc. are
different.

From these clusters, as many teachers are
selected for the study as the size of the sample is.

Finally the sampled subjects are treated.
4. Systematic Sampling

Systematic Sampling is done in way that may
be "nth" number of the subject is selected in this
means of sampling all subjects do not vary the
independent chance of being selected for
example the "nth" number is the digit 6. And
every sixth person is to be selected as a sample.
Suppose al l  students of Government and
Secondary Schools of Jamshed Town are to be
died and our "nth" number is 10. So according to
the total number of students, every tenth student
is to be included in the study. 
Steps in Systematic Sampling
1. First of all sample size is determined.
2. "nth" number is as certained.
3. Total number of the subjects is obtained. 
4. Every "nth" number is selected according to

the sample size.
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5. Selected sample is then put to investigation.

2. Applied Research
Applied Research has the term indicates,

means a research the findings of which can be
put forward. The result of applied research can be
used to help the human being in general. Unlike
historical research where results are just put in the
libraries for the thirst of knowledge. An example
of applied research will prove my claim.

"A study into the causes of lung cancer in
men of Karachi".

Result i.e. the causes thus diagnosed will
related to medical professionals in particular and
… in general to combat the ailment.
Experimental Research

Experimental research is carried out in
laboratories to find out many areas of knowledge
relating to each man affairs. An example of
experimental research is as follows:
Example:

There exists a very venomous snake in the
forest of African countries and Maynmar (Burma)
when the snake stings its victim, its highly,
venomous fangs, in fuse such a poison in the
veins of the victim that makes the blood pressure
of his to decline to a fatal extent. Noticing this,
the pharmacist utilized the venom of that snake
and manufactured a medicine to lower the B.P. of
Hypertensive pat ients.  The sc ient ist  had
experimented the efficacy of the medicine of
animals before launching it into market. This is an
example of Experimental Research.
3. Abstract

In simplest term, abstract means a summary
or abridged version of a  research study.
Whenever a thesis is compiled, an abstract is
provided within the thesis so that the reviewers
or supervisors may come to know all about the
working of the researcher at a glance.
Example

One example of abstract is the abstract,
periodicals and educational articles.
Dependent Variable

Dependent variable is such a variable which
depends or relies on one or many independent
variables. If a child's reading competence is

increased it is positive reinforcement by the
concerned teacher, … level of competence relies
on the teacher's reinforcement.
Example

Early strong growth of children results in
making healthy adults. Here the health of adults
depend upon largely on the strong growth in
childhood. That's why adult health is a dependent
variable in this case. 
Control Group

Control Group means the sampled group
which affected by the research. For example of a
study is conducted in to the causes of sickness of
children, the sick children will be the control
group. 
American Psychological Association

APA is actually the abbreviation of American
Psychological Association. The organization, as
the name may suggest, is not restricted to the
domain of psychology, only. In fact it is an
institution which deals with educational matters,
research in the field of medicine, engineering, etc.
In short whatever is documented in any field of
knowledge is recorded by this association. They
have saved the researchers to the extent that
these days, biblio-graphical references of all the
researches are made following the approaches
and styles of this association.
1. Citation of a book by one author

Author's last name first, other parts of name
of the author, name of the book, page number,
publisher, year of publishing city + country where
the book is published
2. A book by several authors

The last name of the main writer, other parts
of name in a phrase "et al" which means and
others, name of the book, page/ volume number,
publisher, year of publishing, city and country
where the book is published.
3. Magazine Article

Last name of the author, the remaining
names of author, name of the article, name of the
magazine, name of the insti tution of the
magazine, year of publishing of the magazine.
Example

R a z a ,  S h a k i r ,  A G H A  K H A N
E X A M I N A T I O N  B O A R D  A  R E A L
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P A N A C E A ,  Q A UM I  T A L E E M ,  2 0 0 5 ,
Government College of Education, Karachi.
4. On-Line Article

Last name of the author, the remaining
names of the author, article's tit le, website
address, year of publication
5. Editorial

Last name of the author, the remaining parts
of author's name, editorial's title, newspaper
reference date of printing of the editorial.

3. Historical Research
Historical research deals with what happened

in the days of yore. Historical research rarely
tends useful to the solution of the emerging
problems .. the present time. For instance, the
causes of all of independence in 1857 and its
effects on an overall outlook of the Indian
Muslims. In a type of research, the investigator
spends on his time in libraries searching books,
… periodicals, meeting people of credible
historical grip and the like.

Coming to the domain of English language
teaching, historical research takes the shape of
research into literature. Here the researcher is
interested in different eras of the literature like
Victorian Era, Augustan Age, Romantic Revival
Shakespeare's period and the like. The purpose of
historical research is to find out causes of
different incidents and their consequences.
Although, such researches do satisfy the desire of
interested students, it rarely contributes to general
benefit or development of people at large.

With reference to English language teaching
a teacher may which to inquire into the causes of
French invasion on the British isles a few
centuries back and its effects on the early English
language. Through, his study, however, he comes
across different sorts of development in the
language in question.
The Milage to the ELT

Although historical research is not very
lucrative to society at large, an ELT can reap
multiple advantages from the research done in
the field of literature of or even in the European
history or Indo Pak history in the colonial Era.
Following are a few benefits, he may … out from

his research.
1.  He wi l l  be in a posit ion to teach the

background of different words to his taught.
2. Variation in grammar in various periods can be

explain to students.
3. The services of different poets, writers, novelist

can be discussed. Types of drama and other
genres can … taught to students.

4. Qualitative &
Quantitative Research

Qualitative research is an investigation
f i n d i n g  w h i c h  m a y  co n t r i bu t e  t o  t he
improvement in a quality of the subjects. With
reference to English Language Teaching, a
qualitative research can assume the shape of "a
research dealing the causes of lack of" motivation 
in students during English Language learning.

The sole stamina of the researcher is to
diagnose the root cause of the problem …
discussion. The results which he draws help him
address  the  problem in  his  c la ss .  … if
implemented in letter and spirit. The problem will
be rooted out and thus the quality of learning
English language will definitely raised. Therefore,
this research can be labeled as Qualitative
Research.

Another example of qualitative research is "a
research into the causes of absenteeism in
teachers of government colleges in Karachi."

The researcher will try to unearth the causes
of this malpractice and whatever the findings, he
draws will help him put up his suggestions to the
concerned authorities. If the causes are removed
and the suggestions are implemented sincerely the
problem will be resolved, hence the quality of
education will be improved. Hence this is also a
Quantitative Research.
Quantitative Research

 Quantitative research is concerned with the
question of "how many" or "how much" instead
of "how well". Quantitative research seeks to
increase the amount or number of some business
or the like.
Example

Different salesmen survey door to door or
shop to shop to determine how many customers
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u se  t he i r  sp ec i a l  p r od uc t s .  A  m ed i c a l
representative collects data of the medical store's
owner what is the opinion  of the doctor
regarding the medicines which is introduced him
to.

T h e  s o l e  p u r p o s e  o f  t h e  m e d i c a l
representative … other salesman is to find out
the number of the customers, so that, he can set
or redesign … sales strategies.

With reference to education quantitative
research can be in the form of the following
issues such as maintenance of a proper student
teacher colaboration. It may bring high rate of
pedegogical returns."
OR

"The study into the number of educated
children and financial prosperity of the family."

In conclusion, qualitative research is intended
to determin the quality of some discipline of
human life; whereas quantitative research seeks to
enhance economic material prosperity in terms of
quantity.

5. Importance of
Questionnaires

Questionnaires are the research tools for
dada collection. These questionnaires are
constructed in a plan and technical manners.
They consists of the questions which explored
the causes or reasons or also indicate the
relationship with the issu under research.
Following samples of questions may be inserted.
i. Three choices questions (Yes/ No/ UTSE)
ii. Close ended questions
iii. Open ended questions
iv. Agree, not agree questions
1. Simple (Optional Questions)

In these kinds of questions, usually three
choices are given.
a. Yes
b. No
C. UTSE (upto some extent)
2. Close ended questions

These are very much similar to the simple
question. In giving answers of these kinds of
questions, the person only gives the fix answer.
Answer is fix so he cannot give his creative

answer.
3. Open ended questions

These are very important questions in the
questionnaires. These questions demands the
complete answer. This answer depends on the
person who is giving the answer. This is creative
in nature. The words and emotions are not fixed
at all. 
A Sample Questionnaire Indicating
Some Questions
Example: 1
Questions: YES - NO - UTSE 
Is grammar translation method helpful?
Can we learn Grammar through this method?
Is there any use of mother tongue in it?
Is it appropriate to translate the foreign language
first to teach it?
What is the role of spoken language in this
method?
Example: 2
Questions Agree - Disagree - Do not know
Direct method is very much effective.
How is it possible to improve language skill?
How many teachers like it?
What method of teaching do you like and give
reasons?
Conclusion

To conclude, I can say that constructing
questions in the questionnaire is very skillful job.
A successful research very much depends the
tools which a researcher selects for proceeding
this research. Questionnaire is on … collection.
Why Questionnaire is used

Questionnaire as we know is very important
research tool. It is used because of number of
reasons. Some of the reasons are as following:
1. For data collection

Data collection is very much important phase
of any research process. Without collection of
data it is uphill or impossible to proceed research
process. Questionnaire is very important for data
collection process.
2. To know the cause and effect

… is very important for finding cause and
effect. This is one best way of finding. This type
of facts about a particular issue. 
3. Source of knowing realities
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It is  the first  and foremost duty of a
researchers to find out the realities which are the
source of data for his concerned topic of
research. Exploring those realities the tool of
questionnaire is always found very helpful for this
process.
4. Helpful in sampling

As we know enumerating and sampling is a
part of research, sampling is taking the portion of
objects  and then proving them the t rue
representation of the group. This is, can be,
possible by effective questionnaire. So the role of
questionnaire is very significant.

To conclude, I can say, questionnaire is very
significant tool and integral part of research
process.

6. Literature Review
1. What is literature review?
2. Writing literary review
3. Developmental stages of literature review

i. Problem formulation
ii. Appraisal
iii. Literary research
iv. Data analysis

4. Purpose of literature review
5. Scope of literature review
6. Sources of literature review
7. Conclusion
1. Introduction

Literature review is an important part of any
kind of research. After selection of the problem a
research issue is open for the researcher. Relevant
to the issue much literature, perhaps, has already
be written by other writer. The vast strata of
literature is available for the researcher. He takes
and compiles this literature.
2. What is literature review?

It is comprehensive, detailed study of the
source material relevant to the problem chosen
by a research. Thorough and complete study of
available material for research is called literature
review. This is a systematic way of sorting out the
points necessary for understand the research
problem.
3. Writing literature review

Writing literature review is very important

and need to be very careful. It is very skilful job.
For writing effective and appropriate literature
review, following things should be kept in mind:
i. Literature review must be appropriate.
ii. Needs careful selection of the literature.
iii. Relevant to the research problem and research

question.
iv. Easy to understand, and also should present

the past research or work done almost in the
same area.

v. It must fill the gap or the variables were left to
be researcher in this field.

3. Developmental Stages of Literature Review
There are four developmental stages of

literature review. These are as following:
i. Problem Formulation

When development of literature review is in
progress, the first step is to formulate the
problem. Research problem must be determined.
Because after this literature review become very
relevant effective.
ii. Literary Research

What research has already been done relating
to the issue, should be reviewed to explore the
missing issue and problem important for the
improvement of the situation. 
iii. Appraisal

Another important step is the appraisal of the
material. It should be appraised systematically and
meaningful ly .  It  is the manipulation and
organization of the material to be helpful for
further procedure of research.
iv. Data Analysis

All the data present in literature it must be
analyzed. Many points can be searched in the data
which is present in the literature. 
4. Purpose of Literature Review

Literature review is very important and solid
part of the research process. There may be the
following some of the purposes: 
i. Source of Data

Literature review ca be a great source of data
concerning the research problem. This data is
available because of research data is available
relevant the issue.
ii. Background Knowledge

As research process is continuous process. It
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is always erected on the foundation of some
previous knowledge of the field of the research
process. It provides background and contextual
knowledge relevant to the research hypothesis
and question.
iii. Description of the Issue

Writing literature review provides the
extensive description of the issue. It describes the
key point of the research issue.
5. Scope Literature Review

There is a great scope of literature review. It
is helpful for many kinds of researches.
i. Education Research

It has a very wide scope of educational
research. As we know it is very important to
conduct researches on educational issues. It is
also a reality that much result has been alone in
the field of educational research. So, it provides
ample  opportuni t i e s  for  the  success fu l
educational research.
ii. Historical Research

It provides the vast  spectrum of past
researches.  Hence i t  i s  very  helpfu l  for
conducting historical researches. 
iii. Social Issues

It is also very much effective for conduction
anthropological and ethnographic research. It
provide the solid foundation of the problem of
these field.
iv. Scientific Research

Literature review is also important for
conduction scientific research. It is because of
much research glimpses can be compiled through
the process of writing literature review.
6. Sources of Literature Review

There are many sources of writing literature
reviews. Some of the prominent sources are as
following:

Books, magazines, newspaper, printed
material, research thesis, periodicals, etc.
7. Conclusion

To conclude, I can say that literature review
is very important part of the research process. It
provides solid foundation and background
knowledge. It is very helpful to formulate the
problem. It has very important purpose and also
has a vast scope in the field of education, science

and sociology.

7. Difference between
Qualitative and

Quantitative Research
1. Definition of qualitative research
2. Definition of quantitative research
3. Difference

i. As to data collection 
ii. As to literature review
iii. As to data analysis
iv. As to interpretation
v. As to procedure
vi. As to variable
vii. As to hypothesis
viii. As to cause and effect
ix. As to sampling, etc.

1. Qualitative Research
It is systematic interpretation of different

issues under research. It provides complete
description of the causes and effects of the issue.
It may have many variables. Its conclusion is in
the shape of statements.
2. Quantitative Research

It is a kind of research which gives results in
the shape of fixed data. There may be a fixed
variable in quantitat ive research. It  g ives
conclusion in the shape of numerical statistics,
showing the outcome of the research process.
3. Difference
i. As to data collection 

Qualitative research is a kind of historical and
experimental in its nature. It provides a lengthy
procedure  of research.  I t  a l so may be a
longitudinal in nature. But on the other hand
quantitative research is a kind of statistical and
fixed in nature.
ii. As to literature review

Qualitative research consists of vast strata of
literature. It is very necessary to write literature
review in descriptive manner. But this is not done
in …
iii. As to Data Collection

Data collection is very much different from
each other. In qualitative research many tools like
observat ions ,  interviews,  case  study and
questionnaires are used. There may be some other
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tools to collect data. Data is in shape of
statements and description. But in quantitative
research data is collected in some what different
way. It is in the shape of numerical statistics.
iv. As to Data Analysis

Data analyzed in qualitative researches as a
logical statements explaining the causes and
effects of the issue. 
v. As to Sampling

In qualitative research there is a need of
complete enumeration of the portion of the
objects while some sampling portion is taken in
quantitative research.
vi. As to Variables

In qualitative research there may be more
than one variables. There may arise dependent
variables. But in quantitative research there are
fixed variables.
vii. As to Procedures

Procedure of both kind of research is
different. Qualitative research is very lengthy
process of research.
viii. As to Hypothesis

Wording of the hypothesis may be different
of the qualitative research than that of the
quantitative research.
ix. As to Objective

Both researches have different approaches
and objectives. The researches have different
issues and their possible predictions in both the
way of research.
Conclusions

To conclude, I can say that qualitative
research is descriptive and quantitative is
stat ist ical in nature.  Both have d ifferent
procedures and priorities. The aim and objective
is also different. However both the ways of
conducting research are greatly beneficial in
different walks of life. So we can say qualitative
research is rather more valuable. 

8. Applied Research
It is a systematic way of (contrary to basic

r e s e a r c h )  e x p l a i n s ,  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s ,
recommendations of advance scientific and
sociological problems.

Applied research is conducted for scientific

purpose. Also it can be conducted for advance
sociological issues. For example, applied research
is made in the field of nuclear physics to tackle
the issues and problems relevant to this field.
Experimental Research

It is the research in problem solving lead by
the group of individuals and "certain social
group" being part of the society to find out the
causation to improve the situation of the society. 

It is a kind of true research. In experimental
research, researcher is the part of the society
which is being researched for certain issues.
Sometimes there comes occasional problem
during a process. So this experimental research is
very necessary for the individual to improve the
situation.

For example, if we research being the part of
society, why some of us violate the social values
and finding the reasons of the issue. 
Abstract

Abstract is a short concise paragraph
demonstrating the gist of the process of research
conducted by researchers. It is very significant
part of the written report of the research. In
research paper there are written synopsis. After
that and before literature review a paragraph
having complete introduction, the notion and
purpose of the research. This paragraph is called
"Abstract".
Control Group

In experimental research some groups are
chosen with variables to study. So these variables
are kept in mind while in the proceeding way
other variables are fixed and controlled. These are
called control group.
Dependent Variables

As we know there are independent variables
in hypothesis are research question. Some
variables are tested which depends on the results
of independent variables, these are cal led
dependent variables.

For example, "Many girls student like direct
method than boys."

Here  the  var i able  i s  "gender" wh i le
dependent variable is there age and the direct
method which may be tested in further studies.

So the phenomenon of depended and
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independent variable is very important in
experimental research. 

9. Historical Research
It is the systematic study of the issues with

relation to the past occurrence to find-out the
causes and effects comparing to the current
situation.

It is a kind of qualitative research which is
conducted, however, to probe the past issues.
This research helps to find exact causes of the
problem similar to the present problem so to
improve the situation of the problem. It is the
deep insight into the historical issues. 
Sources of Historical Research

There are many sources of historical research.
These sources are internal and external. These are
the historical books and literature we can also
consult the researches in historical perspective,
which paves the way for finding the steps in the
light of past research.
Steps in Historical Research
1. Selecting Questions or Problem

It is the basic step to formulate the research
question and the problem so to investigate in the
issue. In ELT scenario we will have to select a
problem that is faced by ELT learner and teacher.
2. Constructing Hypothesis

Construction of hypothesis is not possible in
the situation of historical research. So it is not
necessary to formulate hypothesis. However it
can be manipulated in any other way.
3. Literature Review

The literature concerning the historical strata
of the event is compile by researcher, is reviewed
on this stage. For ELT purpose the data is
concerning with the past occurrence of the
educational and language teaching issues. It is
now reviewed by the researcher. There might be a
criticism about this review. This criticism is in the
shape of external and internal. After criticism, this
is made more refined for the purpose.
4. Data Collection

Now data is collected through the vast study
of the literature. Data collection in historical
research is not very easy. There is no way of use
of prevalent research tools. However interviews
can be managed from the persons whom elder we

want to study. But this is not the reliable source
of data collection. Through comprehension study
we can collect data.
5. Sampling

If historical research sampling is not easy.
Complete enumeration of the record of the
historical material. This may be very helpful for
language teaching issues to explore the precedent
research relevant to the present issues.
6. Data Analysis

Then there comes the process of data
analysis. This data is descriptive in nature.
Because historical research is a qualitative
research. Here description of the data is very
much for the recommendation in ELT scenario.
7. Data Interpretation

Historical descriptive statement of the
finding of causation and their effect comparing to
the current s ituat ion is  interpreted . This
interpretation is descriptive in nature. 
8. Evaluation

At the end of historical research there is
evaluation process, to cope with the short coming
so make it more compel and comprehensive
research for the people. 
Purpose of Historical Research with
respect to ELT

As we have discussed historical research is
very important to explore in solution and
discussions of the problems in historical
perspective. 

In ELT c lass ,  a l though,  many other
researches can be conducted, but historical
research has very vast scope in this field. As
language teaching is gradual process, it is
necessary to observe past research work in this
field of language teaching. There might arise in
past many issues with reference to ELT class, so
to know these research work, historical research
provides ample opportunity to tackle our present
problems of ELT in the light of past experiences.
Conclusion

To conclude, I can say that historical research
is very vast and qualitative in nature. It is a
descriptive research. This is very beneficial and
fruitful with respect to pedagogical point of view
specially for the ELT classes. We can find
solution through the historical research.  
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Translat ion Practice f rom 
English to Urdu

The promise made by Allah in Qur'an

regarding its protection is obviously

fulfilled in the undisputed purity of the

Qur'anic text throughout the fourteen

centuries since its revelation. However,

what is often forgotten by many Muslims

is that the divine promise also includes, by

necessity, the Sunnah of the Prophet

(PBUH), because the Sunnah is the

practical example of the implementation

of the Qur'anic guidance, the wisdom

taught to the Prophet (PBUH) along with

the scripture, and neither the Qur'an nor

the Sunnah can be understood correctly

without the other.
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